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							Locations & Contact
			Dundas Location:

1590 Dundas St. East #206

Mississauga, ON, L4X 2Z2

*Located in the same building as Fuzion Fitness

Telephone:

905-277-5425 / 647-302-5427

Email: info@canadatkd.com

 Bristol Location:

50 Bristol Rd. E. #501B

Mississauga, ON, L4Z 3K8

*Located in the Sandalwood Square

Email: bristol@canadatkd.com
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[image: priya pai]
priya pai
Sorry i couldn't write a detailed review earlier. Thank you for the great support and learning from Master Seo, and the energetic instructors. I have to mention here that the instructors have same...  levels of energy in all of their classes, which is very rare thing to see. My daughter loves her classes and I am looking forward to see her grow in the different forms taught. I was little hesitant before thinking it would not suit my daughter who is very shy in nature but I can now see she is very confident in what she does. Thanks!!!read more
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money shah
Awesome Place
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Monika Marszalkowska
David's, my son didn't want to attend the first meeting, but we didn't give up and he still goes. It was a very good decision, our son is making great progress there and loves going to classes.  I...  recommend it. It's a great time, the child is developing in every way ♥️read more
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S ILIJESKI
Everyone in the academy is very professional. Excellent communication with every kid. They make each kid feel important. I really recommend this school.My son and daughter love going to training.



[image: parham tehrani]
parham tehrani
I love everyone here, it is a great community especially with Mr.T. Check it out.
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Ck2 Vlog
Very nice and friendly environmentAnd Top instructors
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Elda Dominic
Amazing instructors. My son enjoys the classes there. I would recommend anyone to Dynamic Taekwondo.
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Nasrin Akhter Jahan
My three children love going there. They are very caring, kind and supportive.



[image: PALLAV GUPTA]
PALLAV GUPTA
This is one of the best Taekwondo training center we ever came across. We did try few in past (both in usa and canada), however my daughter is progressing very well here. Kudos to the trainers who...  work really hard and focus on every child in everyday training session. Our best wishes to all the staff of Dynamic Taekwondo. We feel lucky to found this centre for our daughter's Taekwondo journey.read more
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Alan Lo
Came here for a birthday party. Tons of fun!
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Humza Tariq
This is an updated review. I started in September 2022 as a white belt. It is January 2024 and I've reached the green belt. So far having a positive experience at this facility.



[image: Shalini Bajaj]
Shalini Bajaj
This has been the best experience for our daughter so far!! We had her enrolled in kung Fu also but she did not enjoy as much. The teachers at Dynamic are so friendly and motivating that she enjoys a...  lot! The staff is very helpful to us and they have great events for kids! Highly recommend!read more



[image: Agnieszka Slawinski]
Agnieszka Slawinski
Our Taekwondo birthday party was an absolute hit! Coach Mr. T went above and beyond, creating an unforgettable experience for the kids. His enthusiasm and skill in hosting kept everyone engaged and...  entertained throughout the celebration. Mr.Oh did fantastic job too.The receptionist was a gem, assisting us with unpacking decorations and providing helpful answers to all our inquiries. The party atmosphere was elevated with enjoyable activities, and the kids had a blast, thanks to Coach Mr. T's expert guidance. The entire event was a seamless and joyful experience. I wholeheartedly recommend this place to others – an outstanding party venue with a fantastic coach!read more
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Niagara Taekwondo
Best Taekwondo/martial arts school in Missisauga/ GTA!! Certified Masters and instructors provide quality Taekwondo training. Spacious training space, big change rooms and waiting areas. Great place...  to not only get physically strong, but also mentally stronger through discipline, self-defense, traditional martial arts moves and other exciting exercises. Highly recommended!read more
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Vivian Camonayan
My son love it, and learned what discipline means to him. Thank you Dynamic taekwondo you provides a sense of respect, both for authority figures and their peers.
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Jolanta Śliwka Rapalska
Every time l visit him the pain is gone.
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lio song
무엇을 선택할때 꼼꼼하게 체크하는 편이라고 생각하는데,태권도장을 선택할때 놓았던 기준은 6가지였는데, 6가지 모두 매우 만족스러운 태권도 도장이었습니다. 특히, 교육자분의 경험적 요소와 철학과 가치관이 매우 마음에 들었네요.우리 아이들이 즐거워하며, 태권도장을 다니는 모습을 볼때마다 행복하네요. 제가 체크했던 6가지 항목인데, 참고하셔요!1. 교육...  프로그램이 체계적인가?2. 자격과 경험이 있는 지도자가 있는가?3. 주변의 평판과 추천은 어떠한가?4. 지도자의 교육 철학과 가치관은 올바른가?(아이들에게 매우 중요)5. 위치와 접근성이 어떠한가?6. 안전한 시설과 장비가 갖추었는가?read more
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Rose Vieira
If you are deciding whether or not to have a birthday party at Dynamic Taekwondo, please read this review. My son had his birthday here, we booked it months in advance as he really wanted his party...  here. I didn't know what to expect. Master Lee sent me an email with the itinerary as I was wondering how the day would go. We have never attended a birthday here before. In simple terms, this was the BEST decision we have made. His birthday was the most memorable one yet and all his friends still talk about it to this day!!! Ms. Do, Mr. Danish and Mr. Kim, we cannot thank you enough! They really made him feel special, made sure all the kids had fun and it was so organized! They even assisted me so much with food dispersing and cleaning at the end of the party. In addition to the birthday party, my son has been attending here for the past 3 years and it has been nothing short of amazing. He enjoys every class because of the dedicated and professional instructors, and looks forward to working towards his techniques and belts. Thank you so much to Master Lee and all the staff here for all that you do!read more
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Rhé Galanza
We love how they make it fun for the students because in that way kids learn more. The instructors are all good with a great student and teacher ratio. Staff are all friendly and nice. You can see...  all students enjoy the class.read more
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Steve Hunter
Dynamic Taekwondo is an awesome school.  The instructors are energetic and great with the kids.  I would recommend to friends.
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Francesca D'Angelo
I enrolled my son just a short few months ago and I am very impressed with the quality of instruction and the positive atmosphere. My son has learned a lot of skills and techniques in a short time...  and he enjoys every class. He always looks forward to the next lesson and he is motivated to practice at home. He has also improved his confidence, discipline, and respect for others.The instructors are very professional, friendly, and supportive. They have a lot of experience and knowledge in taekwondo and they teach with passion and enthusiasm. They make sure that every student gets individual attention and feedback.I highly recommend Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo - Dundas to anyone who is looking for a fun, challenging, and rewarding activity for their children. It is a great place to learn taekwondo and to make new friends. My son and I are very happy and satisfied with our experience at Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo - Dundas.  Keep up the great work!!read more
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Sojuni
I attended this dojang way back it first opened and I realized many years later I haven't wrote a review haha.First of all I just wanna say Master Seo deserves all the success, I was taught under...  him back when he was a master at Jung Ko taekwondo. I learned how to sharpen my pattern technique and be more confident during competitions he would always strive to bring out the potential I have. I was one of the participants for the very first black belt test at this dojang and at the time I really wasn't confident in succeeding for my second dan but after a few weeks of master Seo tuning my skills I was able to pass the test with ease. I can say Master Seo as well as every master who teaches students at this dojang will always bring out the best in you and the environment is always very welcoming and fun and that's what I really loved about this place. If I had the opportunity to come back and start training again I 110% would but unfortunately I moved to Alberta ):I am so happy to see how far you've come since you started your dojang Master Seo and i wish you many more years of success!-Tonyread more
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Olga Shynkaruk
What a great taekwondo school! The best - you can see everyone’s being so involved and caring about what they do.
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Amanda Robinson
They are so patient with the children, which I love. I like how easy it is to schedule which days work for you each week to join classes. It’s affordable too!!
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Martha Campos
Best Tae kwando school in Mississauga. Masters are great at teaching kids this art. It has inspired our teenager son and new 1st degree black belt in the family to continue this amazing Martial Art....  Thank you Dynamic Team!!!!read more
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Michelle W
My son absolutely loves coming here! From the receptionist to the teachers and all who keep this place running; are super friendly, warm and welcoming. The encouragement and support the teachers give...  to the students is very nice to see.read more
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Dian Wang
I spent about one year at Master Seo's school for taekwondo training, which helped me keep my body strong and flexible. Master Seo and his instruction team are very professional in setting up...  training plans, organizing training systematically,  and imparting skills patiently.read more
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joycey romeo
This has been the most amazing and positive experience my son has had. From the day we met we were welcomed with warm smiles and felt like family. We have had several challenges with Marcus and I was...  so worried and concerned I addressed Master Seo and Mr T. and they assured me and guided me and helped Marcus to grow and supported him. You are all truly a blessing and I can't thank you enough for everything that you all do for my son. ❤read more
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KAREN INCIONG
Dynamic Taekwondo - Bristol Branch has an amazing coaches and staffs! They are friendly and accommodating. They train their students well and help the kids develop more their self-discipline and...  confidence. Kudos to the entire team!read more



[image: Maha El Bizri]
Maha El Bizri
This facility is a great taekwondo school for students from all ages, young and adults! Master Seo, Miss Lee, and all the other masters and staff are very professional and friendly. The students are...  very welcoming and supportive for new members. The place is clean, organized and team is hard working. Keep up the great work! Thank youread more
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Sumayyah Parkar
Great facility, amazing teachers!! Both my children are enrolled and they love coming for the sessions !
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Massiullah1990 Sherzay
They are absolutely amazing with there service and teaching the kids to strive for better future.
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Joana Pasalo
I must say, the place has exceeded my expectations. The instructor there are simply amazing- their kindness , patience, and wealth of experience shine through in every interaction.It’s truly...  heartwarming to see the positive impact they’ve had on my son’s confidence. It bring me joy to know that he genuinely looks forward to every class find such enjoyment. The instructor’s ability to create such a positive and nurturing environment is truly praise worthy. It’s evident that they go above and beyond to ensure that each student has a rewarding and enjoyable learning experience.read more
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Trang Le
The whole entire team staff at Dundas location are all beyond excellence.  Their devotion to the kids are so genuine and heartfelt everytime we attend class.  Their presence encourages the kids...  pride, strengh and determination.  Thank you so much Dundas Team!read more
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Darlyn Nimboonchaj
We were so grateful to experience Master Seo's Taekwondo class and it was memorable and enriching. It was not just about my son's physical fitness but also instilled discipline and self-confidence...  were improved. We would surely recommend this class to anyone.read more
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Mohammad Alcherkaui
Good place for taekwondo. Professional instructors and clean gym
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Przemyslaw Raczynski
Great instructors and very fun for the kids. The classes are very well structured, with a constant change of pace and fun
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Roselynn Rocco
Fantastic and committed instructors!
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Michael Dequilla
Probably the best staff in the biz. The instructors really engage the kids and the atmosphere in rallying the children to cheer each other on is a real spectacle. What my son has gained in confidence...  and focus on improvement is a real game changer. Offering a free sibling month had my daughter excited to join in on the action. I highly recommend!read more
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Hema SriLatha
Wonderful masters and very good techniques taught in a simple manner, my kid enjoys going to classes and would recommend theses classes to help kids build discipline and confidence!
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Kyara De jesus
I already knew the other school because my eldest daughter was there. We just started in BRISTOL with my youngest daughter and she is very happy. The dynamic is very good...
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Jamroze Khan
Amazing staff. Truly passionate, kind and Patient.  My children and I love going to Taekwondo here.
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charan karthi
Amazing place. I have to apologize for not posting a review sooner. This was the first place where my daughter trained for the most part and the master and instructors are amazing. Their focus and...  dedication to turn kids into great individuals is highly appreciated. The program methodology, schedule and support provided to kids is very well thought, tested and proven. I wish them all the very best.read more
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Hanchi Zhang
It's a really good place to learn Taekwondo, teachers are so nice and I really enjoy every class.
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P Tassone
When we joined a year ago we started at the Dundas location with our 7 year old son, and recently switched to the Bristol location for convenience. We had excellent experiences at both locations. ALL...  of the staff and instructors are kind, patient, motivating and make learning fun for the kids. We couldn’t be happier! This past weekend we held our son’s 8th birthday party at the Bristol location and from the planning to the party and everything in between, the process was smooth and the party was perfect. Our son said it was his BEST birthday ever. All of the parents that attended complimented the staff and the kids didn’t want to leave when the party was over! Mr. T and Mr. Lizardo were our hosts and did a fantastic job! The party was fun and the kids learned some skills. They treated our son like a rockstar and made him feel so special on his big day. I highly recommend this facility for classes as well as an option for your child’s next birthday party.read more
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Mary Lou
My two sons have been involved in Taekwondo for ten years.  This is their second club and to say I am impressed with the program and staff would be an understatement.  I recently participated in a...  Mother’s Day promotion and became a student myself.  I found the classes to be well organized.  The staff well trained, friendly, enthusiastic, patient and very professional.  I highly recommend Master Seo’s Dynamic Taekwondo for anyone interested in pursuing this discipline, whatever your age.read more
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Nhat-Sheng Lam
They have a way to get my kindergartener excited for a weekly lessons. They can do things that I can’t. Kudos to them
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Akiko Fujii
Perfect place to learn Taekwondo from friendly, entertaining, and skillful instructors! My son has been here for 2 years, he loves to go to the club, and I see a huge improvement in him in terms of...  Taekwondo skills and confidence. Thank you so much!! Love you all!!read more
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Caroll Simmons
Amazing classes for all the family!! My Kids love it (4 &7) and after trying it myself…. I must say…. It is so GOOD! It’s a full workout and helps release a lot of stress, the instructors are...  impressive but also they make classes fun for everyone. We have been at the Bristol location since they opened, and it has been a blast! Highly recommend it for all the family!read more
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Stephanie Potter-Davey
A great program which teaches children more than just athletic and technical skills but also confidence and discipline in highly motivating ways!
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Maiia Yakovyshyn
We appreciate having business with this company.
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TULSI KHAREL
We are so happy for excellent service, friendly, respectful and well disciplined environment, great instructor and educational activities. In short time we have many  positive experiences . We saw...  the many positive changes with our son after the classes.Thank you so much for the good work.read more
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Tham Nguyen
Amazing instructors and very professional. It’s a very friendly environment and everyone is very welcoming and kind.
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Amanda Allenby
My kids love the teachers, they are so patient and engaging. We tried a different program and left the first day. Here my kids are learning something new every week and don’t fight to get out the...  door!read more
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Lily L
We love this place so much! The teacher are so patient and energetic!
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Clarky Lee
This club has very friendly and engaging instructors for all ages including the adults. There is a good variety of activities each practice, and cover general fitness, techniques, flexibility, forms,...  and sparring for higher belts! I've been having a great time here for several months already!read more
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Ed Sarria (Ed S)
It is a great method what Ms Seo has here to teach children discipline, self-defense, team-work and many other good stuff. The way Dynamic TKD does it makes sure children want to learn and want to...  get better everyday. They focus on encouraging kids to keep practicing and improving themselves. They make the kids want to come back to next class. Kids here grow physically and mentally, they grow strong and they grow smart.😄read more
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Shelly Khanna
I had the opportunity to attend the classes for free for a month. All instructors taught all Moms with full dedication & patience. Thank you so much! I recommend this place. My son likes this place...  too.read more
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jass rai (Jassking)
It’s wonderful place and the best taekwondo academy in Ontario the instructors are very good behaviour and very knowledgeable in taekwondo…Jaswinder pal singh..
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Evgenia S
Great place. The owner and instructors are very dedicated and make sure to pay attention to each student. Highly recommend!
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Z.Pervin Sezer
I have been to some of the top gyms and this centre is by far the best one I have been to! Since my son’s enrolment, I have seen much improvements with his technical and soft skills. The master and...  his trainers are diligent, patient, fun and very knowledgeable about their craft. Highly recommended for all ages!Amazing Centre, period! 🤩read more
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K S
As a parent, I am very satisfied about this club. Well organized, always clean, and the most important - they have amazing instructors! Special “Thank you” from Leon M. to Ms. Do & Mr. Yang!
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Bushra Adnan
Would really appreciate if you guys put any coloured marker on belt instead of rubber tape, it's take too long for kids to come out after class because of this. Thank you it's just a suggestion
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Sarah Chai
My 10 year old son attends Dynamic a couple of times a week and then I got to enjoy a month from the Mother's Day promotion.I am very impressed with the progress my son makes on a regular basis and...  I'm so grateful the discipline, technique, work ethic and body movement skills are so transferrable in everyday life.10/10 I recommend Dynamic.read more
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Mary Jane Go
My son is currently in the tiger tots program, and he loves it! For Mother’s Day they offered free classes allMonth and I joined! It was amazing! Not only did my son and I now have something to look...  forward to, but as a mom I’ve realized how important it is to be active and also belong to a trusted community! Big, huge shout out to Ms. Weins, Ms. Daria, Mr. Lazardo and Mr. T! Thanks for making us feel so welcome! I love making friends with other parents and I love that my son is doing the same with his friends in class! For Father’s Day, dads were also offered free classes. Students spent 5 mins out of their day today to make Father’s Day Cards! Kudos to the Dynamic team for providing such a safe and inviting space for families in our community! ! Special thanks to the administration team and Mr. Seo for overseeing everything!read more
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Celia Alves
My two children attended Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo for several years. My daughter kept going and she became black belt at the age of 14, and after that she joined their High Performance team....  She loves being there and has made good friends with some of her Team mates.I attended classes during ao month of May for the Mother's day promotion and had a great time too.Clases have a great environment: very positive energy and everyone is in a good mood. It is a great body workout and mind de-stresser.read more
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Linda Huang
The experience I had so far is amazing at this place. All instructors are super nice. My 4 years boy had the problem controlling his emotion and needed to learn disciplines. He was running at the...  first class, but he quickly learned the disciplines and followed the instruction throughout the entire class starting from his 2nd class. My twin love this place so much. On top of that, they even offer 1 month free to the moms as the mother's day gift. I had a great time learning taekwondo for a month. Very appreciate them to offer this deal. And, June is the month for dad! My husbands loves it so far.read more
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Kasey Eunha kim
We have been here since my kids were a tiger tot. The instructors are very professional, encouraging and trying the best  with kids. The whole environment is positive energies.It is going to be a...  long journey to become a black belt. We still on !!! Highly recommend this place.read more
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Julia Dickson
Mr T is the best instructor I’ve ever had!
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InMy Zone
Trial class was so good that my kids loved it and were super excited to join. I am very happy with the instructors, highly recommend Dynamic Taekwondo.
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Neethu Ramesh
Professional instructors and staff, excellent processes in place and totally kids friendly. The way they give attention to each kid is truly amazing. Highly highly recommend!
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Lobo
Awesome taekwondo dojo.   Great instructors
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Jhoanna Tagumasi
Very friendly staff and the gym is very tidy.
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Twintuitive 717
We thought it would be good for our 5 year old to join Taekwondo to help him build his confidence. We had tried one place before coming to Dynamic and oh boy what a difference! First off, they make...  your child feel welcomed. Master T personally introduced himself to our son, and Master Lazardo made sure we didn’t leave the trial class without telling our son how great he did and he hopes to see us again. They know exactly how to get down to your child’s level and bring that confidence out of them. This part I was just facinated by.  If your child struggles with separation anxiety, or always clings to you, and you really want to help them with this. Come to this place. Parents are allowed to stay for classes and what I saw was a team that worked  very well together to make kids feel secure. Our son had a great time and we left signing up for unlimited classes. Kudos to the entire team including administrationread more
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Tetiana Kushchak
Great place for kids!
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Tuyen Nguyen
Dynamic Taekwondo is super fun learn lots of stuff in just 1 month and enjoyable time there
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Sarah Ilagan
My kids have been going for two months. They are absolutely loving it. The teachers are great & very thorough! They have lots of options for classes and is very well organized. Would definitely...  recommend!read more
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Loni Frank - Unknown Location 3 (UNKN3)
We are so glad we found this gem! We came to a birthday party and left ready to sign up. We came to our free trial and were already sold! The instructors, assistans and leaders are knowledgeable,...  patient, and friendly. Each session is exciting and fun! The establishment is clean and the staff are professional. They also give back to the community which is a bonus! Their prices are reasonable and they are flexible with their schedule. Highly recommended!! Thank you Master Seo!read more
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Karen C
My son did he's second trial and finally enrolled him this time.. He had an awesome time and the instructor was so good and patient.👍🏼
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Marios Kimonos
Great Masters and great coaches. It is an awesome environment to train for kids and adults.
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Patrick Lee
Great program for children to advance their physical abilities and strength.The program also does an amazing job teaching children to be respectful, disciplined, and confident.Keep up the great...  work Dynamic Team!!!read more
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Alden M
Super professional and caring!
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ZuuZ Maaarci
My son has been with Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo for 3 years now and we highly recommend this club. It is extremely well organized and planned from every possible perspective from training to fun...  activities and socializing events even including birthday board kick, yearly goal setting, Halloween and xmas parties and much more. Kids are respected and motivated and you truly feel that instructors care and connect with kids from their heart with full focus.read more
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Poonam Shafi
Very nice my daughter loves her class and all the teachers very professional attitude wonderful experience 😀 😊
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Myrtle Walsh
From the moment we started our "inquiry" journey with Dynamic to joining the school the experience has be amazing!! My son loves learning this new art and the discipline that comes with it. The...  instructors are amazing.  From front desk to instructors I would rate it A+++read more
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Michelle Saccardo
My daughter loves her TKD classes.
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Stephanie Fedora
I don't know where to start. Thir passion for the students and teachers is the most amazing thing to witness.  They truly care and their students blossom in ever aspect of life because of it. They...  become strong confident individuals and I feel privileged to have my son as a part of this team. ❤read more



[image: Amanda G]
Amanda G
You need to sign your kids up! I regret waiting as long as I did.The instructors are second to none-  not only for their technical abilities but also their connections with the children. The...  administration team is so kind and helpful. Master Seo is so well respected by the kids and is engaging with parents. His  professional achievements and experience are remarkable. It is a  brainer as to why you should want to be a part of his school.  The life skills your children will learn will transcend into their daily life. We are so proud to be a part of Dynamic Taekwondo.read more
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Allison D
My two girls, 4 and 8, always enjoy going to their classes. The staff is super friendly and helpful and the instructors are all great and fun and motivate the students. The facility is clean and...  organized. I would highly recommend!!read more
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ramya movva
My kid is learning and enjoying the classes.
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Maria Rapalini
I’ve been in the recreation industry for over 14 years, and I can say, hands down, this is the best Martial Arts place I’ve seen in Ontario. From the instructors to the facilities. The culture that...  Master Seo has created is outstanding. From Mr. T and Master Lee to many other instructors like Mr. Young, the respect and discipline they teach their students (and parents) are admirable. I couldn’t be happier to have my daughter be part of Dynamic Taekwondo for five years and counting! Thank you.read more
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Marius Bord
Amazing place and TEAM! My daughter enjoy every minute she is spending there to learn and practice !!!
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imran khan
So glad we chose this school for our kids the staff is amazing the kids love it
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Jagadeesh Kumar Madhavan
TKD have great masters and training techniques. They know how to engage kids and make it interesting. This martial arts brings discipline and self-defense which is much needed for any kids.
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Ritesh Patel
great experience! Our daughter loves it and looks forward to her development weekly. The instructors are engaged and provide guidance. We, and more importantly, our daughter is happy here.
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Shannon Johnson
Our daughter absolutely loves going here. It is a wonderful place. Supportive and fun with focus on building Taekwondo skills, confidence and positive self image. Everyone here is kind, professional...  and has had such a positive impact on my daughter. My 9 year old daughter looks forward to her Taekwondo classes and we have seen a positive impact on her confidence, focus, flexibility and balance. Would absolutely recommend this place, it has been a great place for our daughter to begin her Taekwondo journey .read more
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Lorean Wardin
This is the best place. Love the staff and my child looks forward to go
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Raghu Nagaraj
My child definitely adores coming to these Taekwondo classes. The staff is dedicated & amazing. They make every activity SO FUN, and teaches the kids so much about respect and skill in a fantastic way
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Mido Imam
I rarely write reviews but I believe this school deserves one. Both my daughters (12 and 9) love the school, instructors, and classes. They have started as white belts and are now in their...  yellow/green stripe belt after 7 months of training twice a week and lots of fun. They are healthier, busy, and happier through taekwondo thanks to Master Seo’s Dynamic Taekwondoread more
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Raneem Azrai
Nice and clean  place and amazing team am so happy that I took this step and registered my kids at dynamic taekwondo thanks you all for great customer service and lovely team
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Carlowe Hermosa
We’re very happy to be part of Dynamic Taekwondo!My son is enjoying the experience!The instructors are very friendly, accommodating and supportive!
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Tony Nguyen
They make learning a fun way of learning taekwondo and makes it silly too
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임광희
Taekwondo training programs are diverse, and it is good that classes are open to parents.
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Magnolia Coasts Photography
We LOVE Master Seo's Taewkondo and recommend them to everyone.  It's a very well organized program and is highly motivating for students.  They are focused on discipline, skills, confidence.  Thanks...  for pushing our kids to be their best!read more
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Hali Zigomanis Martin
Our son LOVES this program. He thinks the instructors are nice and funny. We like the flexible class schedule and the focus and discipline he learns. Win, win.
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Amy Wong
Enrolled my son for taekwondo just over a year ago. He absolutely loves the classes and the instructors. Master Seo and his team are very professional and works so well with the kids. The program is...  encouraging for the kids and each child gets the attention needed. Absolutely recommend this place!read more
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dil martins
Great place and great people!    Amazing with children!
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William Slade
My son is 4 years old and in the Tiger Tots classes here. We go twice a week. The instructors are engaging and focused, and it has really helped my son understand that you need to listen to your...  teachers. Each class is a little different; there are usually a physical exercise like running or jumping, combined with punching and kicking. In addition there is usually a part of class where the children need to copy what the master is doing, mainly blocking punches from a padded target. On the first class, and on the child's birthday, the children get to break a wooden board and they get to keep it. In addition to the instruction, it is super cute.read more
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Seif Allaoua
Very professional 👏
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Amjayle Molines
My 6-year-old son and I both attend classes here. The teachers are very good at creating a fun and encouraging atmosphere and we look forward to every class. Even though classes are back-to-back, the...  teachers remain energetic. Thank you for always making a great experience for us and we hope to be in for the long-term. 🙂read more
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Pelin
Our 7yrs old son loves coming to Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo, for his weekly class. He tries his hardest to do all the movements asked of him, and takes pride in it. The staff are great,...  enthusiastic teachers and our son responds well to that.Would suggest Master Seo's to anyone interested in taking Taekwondo classes.read more
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Kathy Song
My 4 year old son loved every second of his experience here. The instructors and masters are amazing with kids and thorough with their lessons. We can’t wait to return!
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Serge Maximov
Great, professional instructors, kids friendly environment. Very well organized process. Lots of attention. 5 years old boy is excited to go to every class. Thank you Master Seo.Thank you, all...  instructors and assistants.read more
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LoniFranklin Franki9
We came here for a bday party. It was fun and engaging. I was sure to take an info package before I left, I look forward to registering both my children!
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Rajiv Ranjan
My son started his class in November 2022. Within a month I can visualize positive energy and approach in him. Watching kids performing in the class and the way masters are working with each...  individual separately, the techniques, training everyone as according to their levels is commendable. I am loving it ❤️read more
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Tracy Nguyen
I signed up for my daughter here thanks to another mom's recommendation. Right from the trial class, my daughter liked it so much already. The instructors are so friendly and relatable to the kids....  They make the exercises fun and entertaining for the kids. My daughter always looks forward to her Taekwondo classes. Highly recommended!read more
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Al Bark
Theyre really good at engaging the kids. Also easy to see your childs progress.Note: building is not wheelchair accessible
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Lisa Mcdonald
The instructors are very professional, encouraging and great with kids. The whole environment is positive for both students and parents.
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Connie Morgado
My children have attended Master Seo's Dynamic TaeKwonDo for just under two months. I am thoroughly impressed with the facility and the staff. The kids look forward to their lessons each week and I...  can clearly see that their self-confidence and abilities continue to grow with each class. Thank you!read more
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ash 933
My children love their classes and instructors, plus they are so patient with all the kids. 🙂
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Henry Hong
We signed up our son in the junior program as soon as they opened this location, and it has been an exceptional experience so far.  Master Seo, Mr. T, and all of the other instructors are all...  extremely caring and helpful individuals and are very passionate about their craft.  They ensure to not only teach the fundamentals to the students but to also ensure that the environment is fun and positive.  I cannot recommend them enough.read more
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Franco Zaccaria
I have 2 young boys in this program, and the instructor Mr T is great at keeping the class’s attention and focus for such young kids, while keeping it fun. Best program I have put my kids in so far!
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Snezana Lainovic
They are amazing 👏
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Mellen Xiao
My son and daughter went to this center. The staffs are super friendly and very helpful! The kids are enjoying going there.
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Alton L (Alton)
Very nice coach and friendly staff, plus the clean and huge space my kids love to go there.
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Grace Li
Master Seo and his team are awesome!  They're always so responsive and helpful.  My daughter started going to the new location (Bristol) as soon as it's opened in Sept 2022.  The facility is always...  so clean & organized.  My daughter really enjoyed her TKD classes at Dynamic Taekwondo!  Keep up the amazing work 🙂read more
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Ariel Gonzalez
My daughter (8 years old) started this past September at Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo Bristol Location, and she really enjoys it. The teachers are knowledgeable and have good techniques to teach...  younger kids. This location is very accessible and has plenty of parking in the plaza. The place itself is very clean and organized. I highly recommend Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo!!!read more
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Jeremy Steeves
Having been in Tae Kwon Do myself, visited several Karate, Jujitsu, Kick Boxing and other Tae Kwon Do establishments, it takes until the end of your first class at Master Seo’s Bristol location, to...  realize the value.As someone who is invited to take part in dozens of hiring and talent recruitment practices beyond my profession, if I have two identical resumes but one of them advertises Tae Kwon Do from a location such as Bristol, that person will immediately be called upon to interview.The quality and caliber of longstanding students trained by the staff under Master Seo, will be the hard working people you can count on, to uphold your values and mission statements.Nobody walks on water, however the integrity, patience, self-discipline, energy and respect from the Bristol location deserves nothing less than 4.9 stars of the 5 available.Congratulations to everyone, from the warm and inviting front desk, to the back office, and the Team running this positively life-changing space.If joining peaks your interest, please stop in and say hello. Watch a class.  Thank me in person.read more
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Tiggz Dumz
It was a very good decision that my son joined the taekwondo club with Master Seo Dynamic TKD. All the instructors and masters are effectively training  their club members in a happy and clean...  environment. Thank you for sharing your skills!!read more
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vijay pandit
Awasome for kids!My son and daughter loves this place and trainers.
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Gina So
Dynamic taekwondo’s masters and instructors are very dedicated and truly care about each and every student. Great facility and welcoming atmosphere. Highly recommend to everyone of all ages and...  levels!!read more
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Humza Tariq
Great so far
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Lauren Pekeski
Professional and organized.
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Dragana Vidanovic
Awsome place with great instructors . Sparkling clean.
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CMA STAFF
Master Seo, and his team are well trained. They teach entertaining and engaging classes to students of all ages and skill levels. The team there leads by example when it comes to teaching principles...  of respect, integrity, and teamwork. I highly recommend taking a lesson here.read more
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Bergin
Great Taekwondo school! Would highly recommend!
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A A
In life we meet many people but there some that make a difference and stand out , Master Seo is one of those people that had a significant impact on my son’s life and his success, not only did he...  shape him as a national and international successful athlete but also in his outside sport life with lifting his confidence and leadership ability.He is a great teacher and amazing friend.Strongly recommend his school or any school his name is on it.read more
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LEZIZ KITCHEN
They are amazing🤞
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Janice Lizardo
It’s just been 3 weeks since we joined but my son looks forward to his training everytime. They have good coaches and place is really nice. We as parents love to watch our kids so they have an area...  where we can watch our kids. I also love how it is so organized so they have apps that you can download his attendance and his progress as well. So happy that we are in the right place to learn TAEKWONDO! 👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼🥋🥋🥋read more
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AKROSS Canada
Amazing place for your children. Instructors are kind and knowledgeable. Master Seo himself is an accomplished athlete/coach, well known and respected in Canadian Taekwondo community.
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gonul demirtas
Master Seo's Dynamic TaekwondoIt is a perfect place for children to have a great time and learn the secrets of Taekwondo.  My son had a great time there.  The masters are professionals in their work...  and treat students very nicely.   I recommend this place  thanks for everything..read more
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Phil Irwin
Love the new location, these folks are the best!!
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Lisa Gibson
I highly recommend Master Seo’s Dynamic Taekwondo if you are looking to start your taekwondo journey along  a caring and passionate team of instructors. I have known Master Seo for a long time, and...  he is not only professional and dedicated, but also hard working and truly cares about his students.read more
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jane kim
The best taekwondo place ever!
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Samuel Lee
The facility is very well laid out and clean. The atmosphere and energy of the instructors and students is so positive and strong. The quality of the instructors and structure of the school is very...  well done. I highly recommend parents to reach out and take their kids to this dojang.read more
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Tracy T
Master Seo and his amazing team of instructors truly care about their students and their development, not just in their Taekwondo skills, but also their character building that goes beyond the mats. ...  Their studio is very clean, the staff are professionals.  If you are looking for a valuable extracurricular activity for your child with positive impact, look no further, go to Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo!read more
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TRUE NORTH MARTIAL ARTS
Highest quality TaeKwonDo not only in Mississauga but in Canada. Master Seo and his staff are very professional and highly trained  in TaeKwonDo.If you have children then this is an amazing program...  for them as their children’s program is designed to help develop their character, and of course their self-defence skills.read more
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Edwin Patrick
Dynamic Taekwondo has been great at teaching self defence to my 6 year old daughter.  While she’s only been there for 6 weeks, we could see the benefits almost immediately and am very happy with her...  progress.  Master Seo and staff are great at keeping the kids engaged, entertained, and learning.  Thank you Dynamic Taekwondo.read more
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MacNeill Sean
Amazing brand new location. The staff and instructors are so great and are sure to provide an amazing Martial Arts experience to students of all ages. I would recommend Dynamic Taekwondo to anyone...  looking to start their Martial arts journey or even if they are already experienced.read more
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AJ Assadian
Highly recommend this martial art school. Full of hard working and dedicated instructors that always put you first.
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Martins Dill
Amazing place amazing staff!
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Shivani Drabu
Highly recommended.
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Yessi Rivera
very good school for all ages with professional coaches without hesitation I recommend joining this team 🥰
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Upasana Mukherjee
Our son is having a great experience at masters Seos Dynamic taekwondo in Mississauga. Highly-qualified staff, great environment. They really know how to handle kids with different learning...  capabilities. The teachers are very patient with the students and provide individual attention. Thank you!read more
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Monika Stachon
Best Taekwondo school in the area! The masters are well knowledgeable, patient and they know all the students very well. They give personal attention to each student, while they make sure that the...  discipline, learning and respect rule.read more
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Adrian Gallo
Amazing and clean place. Instructors are kind, motivating and professional. The flexible schedule was amazing considering that I’m a student.
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Roshen D
Master Seo and his team are very professional, efficient and dedicated individuals. Their standards are world-class. My son has been training there since last 5 years and I am really glad that I...  chose this placeread more
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Patricia Kundic
All the instructors are simply amazing with kids and adults alike. Everyone is very happy and kind and you leave the lessons with a smile. I can only recommend this TaeKwonDo school.
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Subi Suresh
My daughter early waits for Wednesdays. She always goes and comes with a smile. I think that says it all!!!
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Büşra Vatansever
🥰 I highly recommend it. It's a great taekwondo gym. The sincerity and smiling faces of the employees are also very nice! ❤️
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Maja Mitrovic
Great facility with amazing instructors.
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J.D. McLaren
very good service....
even during the covid.
best results for all aspects
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Morgan Mae Leslie Steeves
The best environment to be in! Never a bit of negative energy, whether you’re new or old to Taekwando, I’ve never felt judged once. I’ve gained massive amounts of happiness, discipline, self respect,...  and confidence since being there. I always look forward to the classes!read more
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Sarah Glenney
I have been to dojangs all over the world, and Dynamic Taekwondo teaches Taekwondo philosophy in detail like no other school I have been to.  The instructors are professional, enthusiastic, patient,...  supportive, and provide constructive feedback corresponding to the specific level of each student, even if there are mixed ages or levels (recreational and High Performance) in the same class.  They do a great job of explaining advanced techniques in easy-to-understand ways, review thoroughly, and systematically record progress for advancement.  There is regular communication, and the masters ensure that students have opportunities to develop their leadership skills.  The dojang atmosphere is very welcoming and inclusive for new students, as the other students are friendly and encouraging.  The instructors utilise technology well to offer outstanding online classes, and have done a superb job of handling the challenges presented by COVID-19 restrictions.  Dynamic Taekwondo is one of the best schools to train at, so be sure to check them out.read more
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Tracy Tang-Ross
the instructors are very good with kids, the head master is one of the beat in the country. 5 stars ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Megan Childerhose-Marchand
My son who is 4 has just started with Master Seo. He is having a great time. The instructors are great with the kids and very patient.
They are following Covid protocols very well.
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Christopher Chun
We live in the East end (Danforth) area and we were looking for a TKD school to bring our 4 year-old son to.  We based our decision to try Master Seo’s Dynamic TKD on all the awesome reviews here....  And can I say wow thank goodness we did!  Our son takes some time to used to new environments and people, and needs to warm up. We were a little concerned to see how he would adjust and do on his first trial lesson.  First thing we noticed is how the Masters (Master Seo, Master Lee and Master T) are so professional, kind, nice, warm-hearted and welcoming. My son felt at ease quickly, started participating and enjoyed his first class so much! In addition, the TKD school is very clean, safe, mindful of social distancing and the lessons that the kids learn there are going to be invaluable towards their growth and development. My son loves his new TKD uniform and is already practicing some of the moves he learned on his first day. I highly recommend Master Seo’s Dynamic Taekwondo and look forward to the progress my son makes! Thanks guys!!read more
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Lori Sharma
My son had extreme difficulty concentrating and following instructions. I wanted to find something to encourage discipline and self-confidence.

It’s been almost 1 year since he has been a...  student at Dynamic TKD and I’ve noticed that his strength and flexibility has greatly improved. He is so motivated and he has a sense of achievement being able to do the splits now!

Dynamic TKD has a great atmosphere! The instructors are truly inspiring and lots of fun!

Master Seo and the Dynamic TKD team are very passionate about what they do and they don’t lose focus of what is most important.
It’s a perfect combination of caring and involved instructors who support the character and physical development of young students. 

My initial concern was that my son could get injured, however after being able to watch and experience the interaction between the students and instructors, it immediately put my mind at ease.

We have done other extracurricular activities but my son really enjoys coming to Dynamic TKD because it is challenging and competitive. He looks forward to going to class and if he could go everyday, he would!

During these unprecedented times, Dynamic TKD has adapted well by offering online classes to their students and keeping them on a routine which is important.

Thank you Master Seo and the entire Dynamic TKD team for your hard work and patience! You are amazing role models for my 5 year old son and we look forward to a long and memorable future with you.read more
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Stephanie D'Souza
Such a great place! Very professional and the instructors are very good with my little guy! He looks forward to going to his classes.
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Kimiko Tran
Both my kids thoroughly enjoy attending Master Seo's Dynamic TaeKwonDo sessions.  They have gained tremendous self confidence and discipline.  The sessions are organized and well run by enthusiastic...  instructors. ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐read more
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Hannah Jung
Best Taekwondo/martial arts school in Missisauga/ GTA!! Certified Masters and instructors provide quality Taekwondo training. Spacious training space, big change rooms and waiting areas. Great place...  to get not only physically strong, but also mentally stronger through discipline, self-defense, traditional martial arts moves and other exciting exercises. Highly recommended!read more
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Phil Irwin
Fantastic Teachers and a great atmosphere.   My son is loving this place!
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Ariana Portillo
Both my boys have been coming here for almost 3 years. Amazing place! Master Seo, Ms. Lee and the rest of the trainers are extremely professional, dedicated and focused in individual children’s...  success both behavioural and technical.
It has thought my boys to be more patient and better team players as well helped me tremendously by re-enforcing values.
Highly recommended.read more
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Deng Yao
The best place i have been leaning the teakwoodo.
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Marija Jokanovic
Amazing, family friendly and clean Taekwondo school! My daughter started training here a year and a half ago and she loves it! She become stronger, more flexible and confident. On top of all that,...  she has so much fun that I decided to join too. Adult classes are just as much fun, and everyone is treating you as a part of the family. Most of our friends enrolled their children as well. I highly recommend Master Seo's Taekwondo Club.read more
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Kyra Lindsay-Ng
As a former national team athlete in Tae Kwon Do I was very particular when it came time to select a Tae Kwon Do club for my children. I wanted a school that honored the tradition and art, as well as...  a school that was progressive in the sport disciplines of Poomse and Sparring. Dynamic has been a great fit. My kids love it.read more
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Dan Subtelny
There is something special about Dynamic TKD - we are getting a feeling that they are part of our family. Good balance of discipline and fun, all of the instructors are very good with kids. Best TKD...  school for kids we have encountered.read more
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Alishefa Darwish
Every time I step into the gym I feel like its my second home. The instructors are amazing at what they do, they will devote there time to make sure you reach your goals and needs. The masters are...  just as great! When I first stepped in the gym I was already welcomed by everyone and it made me feel truly welcomed! I would recommend this school to anyone who wants to start Taekwondo and grow up doing it! Thank you for all you have done you are truly the reason why I have overcome my fears! Once again thank you!

Truly From: Alishefa Darwishread more
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Blek Stena
Master Seo’s Dynamic Teakwondo is really awesome. My daughter Ela can’t wait until the next class. She always tells us how good the teachers are. I would strongly recomend it.
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Ulugbek Eshchanov
It is a very good school, my kids like it a lot and are happy. I like how you push them past there limit.  Thank You for your work
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Celia Alves
Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo is the kind of place where you want your children to be at. They have a fantastic team who treat kids with respect and love, and teach children to be respectful, kind...  and loving to others. Moreover, they do teach taekwondo and you can see the progress in your children's abilities. Truth is the kids have so much fun and feel so well there that they want to go every day and even spend school breaks with this fantastic team.
Thank you, Master Seo Dynamic Taekwondo Team, for the extraordinary work that you do.read more
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Sara Ross-Schlatter
I just wanted to say how fantastic I think Dynamic TKD is…your communication is always timely, well designed and clear. As a former marketer, your Branding on tshirts, schedules, print outs, posters,...  new App etc is always bang on. You always put on great events and include everyone to foster an incredible community.

Your staff are ALL incredible to both parents but more importantly students. Of course, I absolutely LOVE everything my son learns to foster his confidence, self esteem, meditation etc. and how fun the environment is as well. I highly promote TKD any time I can. Keep up the amazing work.read more
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오정은
Very good place for kids
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Arta Bilbili Artemis
Excellent!!
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Rich Olalia
The best Taekwondo school I've seen bar none. They have the right balance of fun and learning for all the kids. Having 4 or 5 instructors during class makes their hands on teaching technique for each...  student incomparable to any taekwondo school we have seen. It is not your Mickey mouse school mind you, you need to earn your stripes, literally, in order for you to qualify to the next belt. Ive seen schools pretty much give away the belt even if you dont deserve it. Kids actually learn self defense and how to apply the poomsea they learn. Kudos to Master Seo and the instructors for doing an amazing job teaching the proper way of Teakwondo. The lesson you learn from this Taekwondo school is worth every penny you pay them and more. Keep up the great work you do!read more
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Sean O'Connor
After 2 years of 3 times per week participation: my daughters (8,7 yrs) are doing great. 

They are inspired, their grades have gone up, they are happier, and they are way way more confident;...  they handle school work with confidence; they are learning to be good citizens as well as good examples. 

Master Seo's Dynamic TKD is one of the best, BEST investments I have made in their lives.

Master Seo's school has exceeded my expectations by added so much life to their years, while instilling self control and responsibility...

On behalf of my family, we place a heart felt thank you upon the front door of Master Seo's and His remarkable teams training facility.read more
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Tetiana Syrnyk
Taekwondo takes a very important place in our live now.Our son has a routine and he surely knows that 4 days every week he goes to learn to be stronger it motivates him to be in a good shape even to...  eat healthier.
We as parents are so happy,our son is busy taking taekwondo classes instead of spending time on the computer playing games.
The taekwondo team makes it feel like home.Every time we go there it's so relaxing.It's simply awesome!!!Thanks guys for your hard work!!!read more
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Amna Tariq-Buchholz
Our kids love going to TKD at Master Seo's - his staff and himself are top notch teachers!
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Audrey Teofilovici Kinghorn
Excellent teachers, great schedule. very clean, and they not only teach movements but the purpose of their moves and how to be respectable children with inspiring phrases etc..
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Philip Tsarnas
Awesome school...awesome teacher! Great instruction! Caring, warm and courtious. Firm yet fun!
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Danijela Matteo
I would reccomend this place to everyone!! Master Seo and his amazing staff show such compassion, enthusiasm and display  such beautiful appreciation for the Martial Art of Taekwondo.  We first...  entered the studio from an invite, from a friend for a birthday party... the children had such an amazing time!!! And here we are after the party  ...registered for the  whole year  and enjoying every moment of it... 
The moment you step into the studio you are treated like family... its such an amazing feeling  to know that your children are truly being cared for by such amazing individuals; that make up and incredible team. 
Im so glad we are a part of Master Seo's Taekwondo.read more
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Marie Nazare Brum
Love the staff how inspiring they are to our kids
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Audie Swar
Great school taught by a great Master! The place to go to learn some real tkd!
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Sean MacNeill
Superb and high quality teaching. Regardless of age or skill level, the staff at Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo will go above and beyond to give all of their students a wonderful martial arts...  experience, that each person will  remember and appreciate forever.

As for myself, after training more than 10+ years with Master Seo. He gave me the opportunity to grow as a martial artist, he has a very keen eye for pointing out what I was capable of, to seeing what I've always needed to improve and guided me to become the person/ martial arts instructor I am today.  I'm very honoured to have had and continue to have  the opportunity to train amongst Master Seo. He has dedicated his life to practicing, understanding and sharing his knowledge of Taekwondo to all of his students, even while still constantly updating his own skills and knowledge. Proving the fact, that there is no limit to learning or limits of what you can achieve, even if you have become a Master/Teacher/Instructor yourself.

So as a final comment to my review I would highly recommend Master Seo to all families, friends and students to the opportunity to train with him. You'll be so pleased you did.read more
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David Bae
Established earlier this decade, there is more to the dojang, Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo, which its owner, Master David Hyun-Seok Seo has raised out of this space in Mississauga with his...  assistant instructor, Master Jude Juyoung Lee. There is more to it than the colourful ranks of belts that tie around the students' waists over their white uniforms and the sounds of all the activities produced inside the dojang that are supplied with regular doses of high energy by the instructors each day. Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo moves forward with its team of successful competitors who have gone to provincial, national and international tournaments to demonstrate their skills and sportsmanship. Pushing towards a new goal each day, this dojang is the centre of its community which progresses towards improvement in character, health in body and mind, and the way of martial art in the modern age.read more
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Paola Tangarife
I felt compelled to review Master Seo's Dynamic Taekwondo because it has impacted the life of my family in very positive ways.

My son began training a couple of years ago and this was a great...  way to give him an activity to focus, stay fit and lean discipline. Such was the positive impact in his life that some time later I joined as well and I have loved every minute of it.

I would personally rate this place with an A+ and would encourage adults and children to join.read more
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Hyunsung Jung
Professional staff and well made curriculum
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